OPW COLLABORATIVE SPEAKER PROJECT AGREEMENT.
If you’re interested in the participating in the OPW Collaborative Speaker Project, please read over the
following AGREEMENT.

AGREEMENT
I understand that by submitting my payment, I agree to the following:
I will attend all four training calls, to the best of my ability, so that I can fully contribute to the
collaborative nature of this project – giving and receiving useful feedback and promotional support.
I agree to promote the entire Speaker Series and some individual presentations to my e-list (if I have
one), my social media platform, and/or to individual people who might be interested.
I understand that if, by the end of my practice and feedback Zoom session, Kathryn feels that my
presentation skills need more practice time and skill development than will be available through this
project, that she will offer to turn my presentation into an interview style presentation and partner me
in creating an engaging experience for audience members that will show me in my best light.
I understand that my presentation content needs to be inspiring, educational, and/or motivational.
I understand that I will be allowed to invite the audience members to take a next step with me however,
the presentation cannot be focused on selling.
I agree to be supportive and encouraging to all participants of the OPW Collaborative Speaker Project.
I agree to follow Kathryn’s guidelines when giving feedback to other participants so that we feel good
about ourselves while growing as speakers.
I understand that my guaranteed speaker spot at an OPW online gathering is part of a ninety-minute
gathering and when we promote the Speaker Series we are inviting our friends and colleagues to attend
the entire 90-minute OPW gathering when we present and not just our 30 minute speaker spot.

Register
I understand that by submitting my payment, I AGREE with all the statements in the AGREEMENT above.

